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EVE continued to develop its program with extensive use of the
internet to organize volunteer activities with partners on infectious
diseases, species-at-risk, climate change and peace. We continued
to work in Madagascar, Africa and in Canada's First Nations. We
continued to develop networks of biologists, scientists, conservation
experts and infectious disease experts. We continued to develop
sustainable energy programs targeting blackouts in slums, and
electricity for health clinics in slums and remote areas. Due to
limited resources, we completed our charitable objects during the
year primarily by the use of volunteers. We continued developing
our crowdsourcing development using integrated media with the
goal of creating new sources of funding and a flow of ideas for
sustainability programs in northern Canada and Africa. We expand
these activities in First Nations communities in northern BC and
Ontario. EVE continues to develop a youth exchange between First
Nations in Canada, urban Canada and Africa, which will select
youth with the top-rated ideas to solve specific problems related to
species-at-risk, cultures-at-risk and infectious diseases. These
youth will be provided with opportunities to work with other youth
cross-culturally to try to develop situations in these themes. This is
a similar program to the large exchanges EVE organized in 1990s,
except now optimizing digital tools and social media.



Programs are being developed to support a new wireless aerostat
platform called Power Stat. This is a platform that provides WIFI
and surveillance to create peace corridors in challenging
environments. The use of this platform is to engage local
communities in addressing threats of war, poaching and disasters.
Peace corridors will be created from stable bases of operations and
provide corridors into difficult and threatened zones. These
programs will use the same technologies as before, but now
participants will be able to use a dedicated internet service to cover
remote disconnected areas and use the surveillance technology to
identify threats in war zones, disaster areas and areas where people
are poaching or burning down forests.
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Operations Outside Canada

5 Countries
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 Burundi
 Kenya
 Madagascar
 Uganda
 Zambia

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Financials
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Expenses
Total Expenses:
$139,413.00

Revenue
Total Revenue:
$177,415.00


